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Pinewoods’ American Week is a summer camp with dance and music for breakfast, lunch, 

and dinner. I had the pleasure to attend again this year with the matching scholarship presented by 

Country Dancers of Rochester. Having been to many different dance weekends, the sense of 

urgency to do all you can in the short time span is pretty powerful deterrent from relaxing and 

enjoying the moment. Pinewoods’ being a whole week long gives one the luxury of stopping to 

smile at your partner before moving on. From the time you are greeted at the front of the camp to 

long farewells at the end, the feeling of community is strong. I always joke about being a contra 

dancer means that you recognize hundreds of faces but knowing no one. While you can easily spend 

seven to nine hours a day dancing and playing music there is a lot that happens outside of the 

workshops as well like cabin parties, swimming, games, and chatting with other people. One of my 

favorite activities is what you will be assigned to if you apply to the work-scholarship: dishwashing. 

It’s frantic at times and definitely messy but I’ve had loads of fun behind the window doing all 

kinds of silly things. After the evening dance there is always a party at the camp house right at the 

edge of the lake. My favorite ones were Road House Night, filled with swing, blues, and jazz; 

Coupled with Game Night, with relaxing board games or fast card games. I would definitely 

recommend Camp Pinewoods for any of the Country Dance and Song Society Weeks. I am also 

thankful for the Country Dancers of Rochester offering a matching scholarship making it possible 

for positive cash flow challenged people to attend American Week.
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My second time at American Week was substantially different from my first time in 2013 so much so that it almost felt like I was experiencing everything as new. The cabin I  resided in was on the peak of  the small hill Pinewoods rests on incentivizing me to participate in activates rather than climb to get a break. My goal while attending camp was to get a  better perspective of challenges that organizers face and how they rise  to meet them. The camp organizers gave me the chance to plan with other campers two late  night parties. It was great to know my fellow campers and the organizers better  while working on the planning side of things. The largest challenge for  both events was coordinating people. Getting them together to discuss and come to a clear  resolution was more time consuming than expected. Through my attempts at getting the groups to meet and plan the events, I was somehow targeted as a  leader rather than a  group member. I  remember getting approached relatively frequently by the camp director  and asked how I was coming along. In the same way you feel when climbing a  hill to look  

at a mountain, planning events amongst the camp activities felt like a  small par t of  a  larger landscape. One of  the key thing’s that seem to determent the success of the events was the preconceived perceptions people had of the event. Describing what it was going to  be seems to have a key role in deciding whether to attend or not. Bottom line: Marketing is important.
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